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The paper attempted to check children’s phonological memory and phonological awareness by asking them to repeat various non-words. A non word repetition experiment was conducted, using 30 non words which ranged from 2 to 4 syllables. Half of the non words were target-like and half were non target-like. Subjects were asked to repeat the non words as accurately as they could. Results showed that long non words were repeated more erroneously than short non words. In addition, word-likeness influenced the accuracy of repetition; where non words with high word likeness taxed more errors by children. A note was provided on specific items and individuals which triggered more errors than others.
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Background

Non Word Repetition (i.e. NWR) is a method by which subjects are asked to repeat words not existing in the language in order to test their phonological short term memory. Gathercole defined Non Word Repetition in 1989 as a measure of phonological short-term memory, yet redefined it in 2006, as the ability to store phonological items which essential in non-word repetition and vocabulary acquisition (Chiat 2006).

Working memory is strongly related to language processing. It is divided into the following subsystems: the phonological loop, the visuospatial sketchpad, the central executive, and recently the episodic buffer. It is crucial to clarify what each subsystem is responsible for in order to understand the vitality of having then as functioning subsystems. First, the phonological loop deals with phonological information and it is necessary for the immediate retention of digits. According to the phonological loop, it is easier to remember a sequence of dissimilar words than similar ones. The phonological loop also contributes to the acquisition of first and second languages. The visuospatial sketchpad, on the other hand, is a visual subsystem and is less relevant for language, but it helps in comprehension. The central executive is responsible for the attentional control of working memory. And lastly, the episodic buffer can bind together information from different sources into chunks. If any of these subsystems malfunctions, there will be a serious problem in language processing (Baddeley 2003).

Chiat (2006) stated that in the first year of children’s lives they are equipped with sensitivity to the "properties and frequency of rhythmic patterns in phonological input" and they utilize this sensitivity to segmenting words for storage. According to this hypothesis, it is claimed that children will vary in their ability to repeat non words because they will differ in their early phonological
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sensitivity. Vocabulary growth is said to be a catalyst for non word repetition ability. It supports non word repetition ability and it undergoes change with age (Chiat 2006). Findings by Gathercole (2006) show that SLI children are more impaired on non word repetition tasks than serial recall tasks, even when the stimuli on both tasks has identical syllables. Another finding by Gathercole was that some children with poor ability of non word repetition and serial recall at age 5 have age appropriate linguistic abilities at age 8. These findings led Gathercole to assume that a phonological storage deficit is not solely what disrupts language development, but working memory might play a role as well. In addition, it was also inferred that non word repetition might be a very "effective predictor of language learning ability" at some stages of the trajectory of language development (Chiat 2006).

Generally, non word repetition tasks were used to identify SLI children among bilingual populations. For instance, Girbau and Schwartz (2008) examined the phonological working memory, i.e. "the process of receiving, analyzing and processing of sound elements in language" of Spanish-English bilinguals aging 8-10 years old with and without SLI in order to pin point the differences children have performing the task and consequently identify them as SLI or typically developing children (TD). Additionally, the researchers conducted a pilot study and tested the mothers of the children to check if the mothers of SLI'ers will do more poorly on the NWR task than the TD mothers. The study included 20 non words with five syllable lengths (1-5) following the Spanish phonotactic patterns. Results showed that most errors occurred in repeating non words with the length of 3 and more syllables. This length effect can perhaps serve as an answer to the sub-question in the research question section of this paper. Vowels were rarely repeated erroneously, yet SLI children tended to err more on consonants especially with long non words. The most prevalent type of error was consonant substitution for both groups, though SLI erred more in this type of mistake and also on mistakes of consonant omission and clusters. Both groups produced non words with less frequent segment sequence poorer than those that are more frequent. This suggests that it is not merely a matter of length of utterance, but there are additional factors playing a role in the repetition performance of children, such as frequency.

Furthermore, the mothers of SLI children were poorer than TD mothers at the NWR task. This study revealed that phonological working memory abilities are related to the comprehension and production of children in their native language, i.e. Spanish (Girbau & Schwartz 2008). The similarity of performance by SLI mothers and their children suggests, in my opinion, the question: does heredity play a role in this case? Or does the fact that SLI children perform in a certain way influence their mothers' performance due to their shared environment and linguistic interaction?

Gray (2003) conducted a study in which she aimed to check the reliability and accuracy of non word repetition tasks and digit span tasks used for SLI preschool children. The study aimed to check if non word repetition was a useful diagnostic tool for previously studied children. For this purpose, Gray had three groups of subjects: SLI, age matched normally developing children,
The study used two forms of the CNRep test, where the lists were randomly divided by syllable length. Children were given time to practice the tests lists, and the tests were repeatedly conducted with a fixed time between each trial. Results of the study showed that the SLI group and the normally developing groups’ performances increased from the first test trial to the second, yet, it decreased from the second trial to the second. Gray indicates that the resulting scores show a clear discrimination between the SLI and the normal developing children. Gray relates to the results of the first and second trials of the tests as well as the second and third trials with doubting the reliability of these tests. She explains her doubts by claiming that the results might be due to practice the children had. Thus, Gray concludes that further research is needed before determining that non word repetition tests are fully reliable to be used as diagnostic tools for SLI (Gray 2003).

SLI children struggle to a greater extent in repeating non words like *loddernapish* than TD children (Bishop et al. 1996, Edwards & Lahey 1998, Ellis Weismer et al. 2000, Gathercole & Baddeley 1990, Montgomery 1995). It is suggested by many researchers that word likeness influences the performance of children in repeating non words. Children find it easier to repeat non words with high word likeness than non words with low word likeness (Coady et al. 2005, Gathercole 1995, Munson et al. 2005). Graf Estes et al. (2007) examined unpublished data in order to check the performance of children with and without SLI on non word repetition tasks. They found that SLI children performed worse than their peers without SLI in repeating long and short non words. However, SLI children had a greater difficulty in repeating long non words. In Graf Estes et al. (2007) it is further explained that SLI children’s difficulties may result from the fact that they might be impaired at a point or several points of the following process: when a children hears a new phonological sequence he/she mush encode the sequence and hold it temporarily in memory and after undergoing a processing for articulation, the sequence is connected to meaning. Generally they concluded that, “non word length, articulatory complexity, and wordlikeness” negatively affect the performance of SLI children in repeating non words (Graf Estes et al. 2007). This, in turn, is reflected in their processing capacities compared to TD children.

Phonological impairment might interact with grammatical impairment the child might have (Van der Lely et al. 2007). SLI children omit consonant clusters when repeating non words and have difficulty dealing with weak syllables. Van der Lely et al. (2007) claim that this is a result of a deficit in the short term working memory and phonological processing. Yet, in 1993 van der Lely and Howard claimed that these difficulties might be also a result of the prosodic structure non words might have. Van der Lely et al. (2007) conducted a study to investigate the phonological abilities of English speakers with Grammatical SLI. The study included 13 G-SLI children and 24 TD children with mean age 15.96 non words were included which varied in their complexity. This study revealed that the performance of G-SLI children decreases as syllable length increases, and when the number of prosodic structures increases the G-SLI children performance
decreases also. Mapping vowels and consonants onto target prosodic structure is an obstacle for G-SLI children. Moreover, short term memory contributes to the repetition accuracy of children. On the other hand, prosodic complexity affects the performance of G-SLI children and implies a deficit in their phonological grammar (Van der Lely et al. 2007).

Archibald and Gathercole (2006) compared the performance of SLI children with two different groups of children, who were matched for age and language ability, on two tests of non word repetition. The children’s age range was 7 to 11 years old. The two non word repetition tests were Children’s Test of Nonword Repetition (CNRep) and the Nonword Repetition Test (NRT); meant to investigate what might contribute to the deficit of non word repetition in Specific Language Impairment (SLI) children. Results showed that SLI children were disadvantaged than their age matched peers on both tests. However, SLI children performed poorer only in the CNRep test than their language matched peers. SLI children also had difficulty and lagged behind the other two groups in repeating long non words and non words containing consonant clusters. Archibald and Gathercole explain these differences in performance by claiming that the SLI poor performance may be an outcome of verbal short term memory, a deficit in lexical knowledge or output processes (Archibald & Gathercole 2006). This is also supported in Sahlén (1999) study in which Sahlén found that "maturity of phonological output processes was strongly associated with non-word repetition scores in a sample of young children with language impairment" (Archibald & Gathercole 2006). The present study of Archibald and Gathercole (2006) mentions that Conti-Ramsden et al. (2001) utilized the CNRep as a clinical marker for SLI children ages 5 (Conti-Ramsden 2003) and 11 year old children with former SLI (Conti-Ramsden et al. 2001). Thus, lexical knowledge would be a contributor to non word repetition capacity.

Studies show that SLI children generally recall less information because they have general cognitive deficits such as low processing capacity or processing rate. Other explanations are that language impairment is a result of a deficit in the short term memory system which is related to the auditory-verbal information (Balthazar 2003). Balthazar (2003) referred the word length effect as the ability of subjects to recall short and long words. It is claimed for instance that a list of short words like "bat, key, cub, man, duck" is easier to recall than the list of long words like "hamburger, alligator, Halloween, tuition, metaphor". The reason behind this claim that it is more time consuming to sub-vocally repeat long words than short ones (Balthazar 2003). Various studies indicate that children are not born with the ability to rehearse; rather, they develop this ability from the age of seven on (Cuvo 1975, Kail 1990, Ornstein et al. 1977). They become better at deliberate rehearsals as age develops (Hagen & Kail 1973, Keeney et al. 1967). In addition,

"…when children are involved, the word length effect can be influenced by factors other than rehearsal, including rate of overt articulation, during the recall phase (Henry 1991b), word identification time (Dempster 1981), cognitive and perceptual capacity (Cohen & Heath 1990), speed of memory search (Cowan et al. 1994,
Consequently, we can conclude that exposure to regular meaningful language triggers a hidden ability one has for non word repetition.

Balthazar (2003) investigated the "word length effect as a measure of subvocal rehearsal in children with language impairment". Two tasks were used, the full verbal recall task (FR) and the probed recall task (PR). The study examined three groups of subjects: SLI group, age matched group, and expressive language matched group. The lists of words in the tasks were divided into lists of short words and others of long words. The words in each list were not related semantically or phonologically. Results showed that the three groups showed word length effect, however, the impaired group performed worse than their age and language matched peers in recalling lists of long words. The age matched group outperformed the other two groups in recalling greater number of word lists. In summary, the impaired group had similar results in the PR task like the other groups, in contrast to the results in the FR task (Balthazar 2003). Some attribute these differences to the possibility that children with language impairment might be slower in the speed of efficiency of processing (Kail 1994, Lahey et al. 2001, Sininger et al. 1989).

Since SLI identification has been a subject of interest for many linguists and researchers, there have been studies attempting to test the reliability of different tasks as being SLI potential identifiers or markers. Yet, there is a dearth in the number of studies that examine many tasks or measures simultaneously. Among the few studies examining a number of measures at a time is a study by Conti-Ramsden et al. (2001) who looked at a group of 11 children previously diagnosed with SLI in three tasks: non word repetition, tense marking, and sentence repetition. They concluded that sentence repetition was the most useful marker for SLI children (Conti-Ramsden 2003). Conti-Ramsden (2003) was interested in knowing how to distinguish SLI children from non SLI ones, and for that purpose conducted a study using processing and linguistic markers to check if they were good markers for diagnosing SLI children. The processing markers were: non word repetition and digit recall, whereas the linguistic markers were: past tense and plural marking (Conti-Ramsden 2003). For the purpose of this paper, we will focus on the processing markers. In the non word repetition task Conti-Ramsden used items from the CNRep test included in Gathercole and Baddeley’s 1996 experiment. The non words were 2-5 syllables long. Results in the non word repetition tasks showed that SLI children had a mean score of 27.59 while their normal peers had a mean score of 78.34. Overall; the results indicated that SLI children performed worse than their normal peers in all the four markers tested in the study (Conti-Ramsden 2003). This supports previous research claiming that SLI children have difficulties in processing and linguistic tasks (Ellis Weismer et al. 2000, Conti-Ramsden et al. 2001). Conti-Ramsden states that it is still early to decide that the aforementioned markers should be definitely used for clinical purposes, and it is also important to note that further research in other languages is in need (2003).
Alloway and Gathercole (2005) mention that "memory span for words in sentences is almost twice as great as the span for unrelated sequences of words" (Baddeley et al. 1987, Butterworth et al. 1990). It is widely agreed also that the advantage of recalling words in sentences stems from the contribution of the meaning of the sentence. There are several factors influencing the recall of unrelated words as well as words in sentences. These factors are: high phonological similarity of words negatively affects the comprehension and recall of words (Baddeley 1986). In addition, the longer the words, the less accurate the recall will be (Engelkamp & Rummer 1999, Rummer & Engelkamp 2001, Willis & Gathercole 2001). Moreover, short term memory impairment results in poor recall in word lists and sentences, despite the fact that the comprehension of such individuals is usually intact (Warrington & McCarthy 1987). Some researchers (Hanten & Martin 2000, Martin et al. 1999) claim that "phonological and semantic short term memories contribute to immediate memory for sentences" (Alloway & Gathercole 2005). While Baddeley (2000) maintains that memory of sentences is aided by an episodic buffer, where the "phonological representation of the sentence is combined with the conceptual representations resulting from language processing" (Alloway & Gathercole 2005). Alloway and Gathercole (2005) investigated the link between phonological memory and short term sentence recall. Their study had children with poor phonological short-term memory skills and others with good phonological short-term memory skills. They used three measures to test the children: digit recall and word recall tests (Gathercole & Pickering 2000), along with a non word repetition test (Gathercole & Baddeley 1996). Alloway and Gathercole (2005) found that children with the high phonological memory had accuracy of 82% in sentence recall; yet, the low phonological memory group scored 52%. Words in initial positions were recalled better than words in middle and final positions generally by both groups. It was also found that the high memory group tended to make more substitution errors (high group=67%, low group=45%), and the low memory group made more non substitution errors (low group=55%, high group=33%). In conclusion, both groups substituted target words with synonyms more often; something that suggests that semantic information may contribute to the recall of sentences (Alloway & Gathercole 2005).

Word length and likeness seem to greatly contribute to the preciseness of repeating non words by language learners. Reviewing the literature of non word repetition showed that non word repetition can indicate how successful language learners will be in learning or acquiring a new language. Below is a review of the word structure of Arabic to reflect on the process Arabic learners undergoing once engaged in non word repetition tasks.

Word Structure in Arabic

Arabic as a Semitic language has its own unique features. The basic meaningful word root in Arabic contains three consonants, e.g. f.a.l (i.e. Act). If we omit one of its letters, the word becomes meaningless. From this basic word
root we can build a wide range of vocabulary by affixation, and in turn get to the various conjugations Arabic language has. For example: infa"la (i.e. got excited), in the given example the tri-consonantal root was prefixed and suffixed at the same time.

In creating my list of non words I used the different conjugations in Arabic and created non words with each conjugation structure. For example: "salba" came from the conjugation "faa"la", "idkaman" came from the conjugation "iftiaal", etc.

Research Question and Hypothesis

Research Question

- Will Arabic speaking monolingual preschool children succeed to repeat non words which are target like items with the same accuracy they repeat non words with are non target like items?
- Will length of items influence the results?

Hypothesis

1. **It will be easier for preschool children to repeat non words which are target like items.** This is consistent with the claims made by many researchers that word likeness influences the performance of children in repeating non words. Children find it easier to repeat non words with high word likeness than non words with low word likeness (Coady et al. 2005, Gathercole 1995, Munson et al. 2005). In addition, Girbau and Schwartz (2008) state that frequency influences children’s performance on non word repetition tasks, where lexical items with high frequency are better repeated than these with low frequency.

2. **Long non words will be more difficult to repeat than short non words, in both categories of target like and non target like non words.** This hypothesis was derived from Schwartz and Girbau study where they found non-words with 3 and more syllables more taxing than shorter ones. Furthermore, Balthazar (2003) claimed that a list of short words like "bat, key, cub, man, duck" is easier to recall than the list of long words like "hamburger, alligator, Halloween, tuition, metaphor." explaining that it is more time consuming to subvocally repeat long words than short ones. Other researchers indicated; the longer the words, the less accurate the recall will be (Engelkamp & Rummer 1999, Rummer & Engelkamp, 2001, Willis & Gathercole 2001).
Method

Setting

The experiment was conducted in the children’s kindergarten. Each child was tested individually in a quiet room.

Subjects

Twenty preschool children, ages 5 to 6. They are Arabic monolingual children with no history of speech therapy. The children come from a low to-middle socio-economic status.

Design

The experiment included 30 non words, ranging from 2 to 4 syllables each. Each category of syllables included 10 non words. Half of the non words were similar to real words (target-like) and half were not similar (non target-like). The words contain one cluster at the most, and this is because we wanted to control for cluster-hood and complexity, since the subjects are young and would struggle with words containing multiple clusters.

In both groups, the target like and non target like I controlled for the number of consonant onset, vowel onset, consonant suffix, vowel suffix, and consonant clusters. In the 2 syllable length all non words began with a consonant onset in both groups; target like and non target like. In the 3 and 4 syllable length I had 3 non words with consonant onset and 2 with vowel onset; in both groups of target like and non target like items in order to have variability. I managed to keep the long items (3 and 4 syllables) similar to each other in features more than the category of 2 syllables in order to be able to make a clear distinction between them.

The suffix of target like and non target like non words was also controlled as follows: in the 2 syllable length there were 3 non words ending with a vowel, and 2 non words ending with a consonant. However, similar features were chosen for the items having the length of 3 and 4 syllables: 4 non words ended with a consonant and 1 ended with a vowel in the non target like and target like category.

In addition, I did not include non words with the length of 5 syllables because it was difficult to find words of such length in Arabic, and also 5 year old children are less familiar with words of such length.

The non words used in this study were consistent with patterns of Arabic word structure (i.e. conjugations). Among the Arabic conjugations used in the data were:

faala, iftiaal, infaala, muftaal, and more.

For example: the non word "idkaman" follows the structure of the conjugation "iftiaal".
Items division

\[ 3 \times 2 \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target like/2 syllables</th>
<th>3 syllables</th>
<th>4 syllables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non target like</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Procedure

The children were familiar with the experimenter because they already previously participated in another experiment. The experimenter started each child’s session following the protocol’s instructions, saying:

"Hi, I will show you now some funny words you never heard before, and I will see if you can repeat them. I will say for example: "kapan" and you will repeat "kapan". I will say "makfena" and you will repeat "makfena". Good, I see you understand what you have to do. Let’s go on…"

Then the experimenter uttered each stimulus (non word) and listened carefully to the child’s repetition. Responses were recorded immediately on a scoring sheet made for each subject.

The experimenter started out by uttering the non target like items, and then the target like ones. At the end of each child’s turn; the experimenter rewarded the child with a colorful stick for his/her participation and effort.

Findings

The results of the non word repetition experiment showed various patterns and a correlation between children’s performance and the influence of word likeness and length. Generally, children erred more on long (i.e. 4 syllables) non-words which were target like and non target like words. Figure 1 illustrates their performance in percentages.

In Figure 1 we see a similar pattern of more errors in the long non words. This finding is consistent with the second hypothesis, which is also similar to the findings of many studies on non words repetition stating that long non words are harder to repeat than short non words (Girbau & Schwartz 2008, Balthazar 2003, Engelkamp & Rummer 1999, Rummer & Engelkamp 2001, Willis & Gathercole 2001).
Subjects committed a mixture of errors which were classified into subgroups. The categories of errors found in the data were: (1) syllable omission (2) cluster reduction (3) consonant/vowel omission (4) transpositions (5) substitution (6) substitution+omission (7) transposition+omission/ substitution. Some of the errors were more prevalent than others.

Non target-like non words caused more errors than the target-like non words (134 and 100 respectively). Also the longer the words; the more errors were found. Table 1 presents types of errors for each syllable length.

Table 1. Types of Errors for Each Syllable Length in Non Target-Like Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2 Syllables</th>
<th>3 Syllables</th>
<th>4 Syllables</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syllable Omission</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster Reduction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consonant/Vowel Omission</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transpositions</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitution</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitution+Omission</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transposition+Omission/Substitution</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can deduce from the graph in Figure 2 that substitution was prevalent error in children’s repetitions (i.e. 30 instances). For example: subject A9 produced the non word "ishradagat" for "ishradajak". Similarly, the most prevalent type of error in Girbau and Schwartz (2008) study was substitution for the control group and the impaired one. Syllable omission was the second most common error among the errors made in the non-target like non words (i.e. 15 instances). For example: subject A17 said "imkarar" instead of "imkadarar", omitting the syllable –da. It is worth noticing that mostly errors occur in the 4 syllable length non words (i.e. 45 errors in the 4 syllable length, 19 errors in the 3 syllable length, and 3 errors in the 2 syllable length). This finding can be supported by Balthazar (2003) experiment in which it was found
that word length effect plays a role in the repetition of non words. Omission errors might also be a result of a limitation of children’s short term memory at this young age of preschool. Thus, preschool children perhaps tended to omit syllables in order to decrease the work-load on their short term memory, because many researchers claim that the longer the words the less accurate their recall will be (Engelkamp & Rummer 1999, Rummer & Engelkamp 2001, Willis & Gathercole 2001). Types of errors for each syllable length for target like items are presented in Table 2, while the amount of errors in each type is presented in Figure 3.

**Figure 2. Amount of Errors Children’s Committed in Each Category-Non Target Like Items**

![Graph showing the amount of errors in different categories for different syllable lengths.]

**Table 2. Types of Errors for Each Syllable Length in Target-Like Items**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Error</th>
<th>2 Syllables</th>
<th>3 Syllables</th>
<th>4 Syllables</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syllable Omission</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster Reduction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consonant/Vowel Omission</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transpositions</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitution</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitution+Omission</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transposition+Omission/Substitution</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. Amount of Errors Children’s Committed in each Category-Target Like Items

Again, substitution was the more frequent error children committed when repeating non words which are target-like items (i.e. 22 instances). For example: subject A8 produced "malkat" instead of "mardak"; substituting the consonant "r" with "l" and the syllable "dak" with "kat". This follows Girbau and Schwartz (2008) findings of having substitution as the most common error subjects committed. Transpositions were in the second place in terms of errors frequency (i.e. 10 instances). For example, subject A7 produced "mulkadabat" when hearing "mulkabadat", transporting the positions of the consonants "b" and "d". Such types of errors can be explained by Baddeley’s argument that "high phonological similarity of words negatively affects the comprehension and recall of words" (1986). Consequently, children made the above mistake due to the high phonological similarity between the two consonants "b" and "d". Once again, syllable length revealed a negative effect on the recall of non words which are target-like as well, triggering 43 errors in the 4 syllable length non words, 5 errors in the 3 syllable length, and 2 errors in the 2 syllable length. This finding follows the pattern found in many other studies such as Balthazar (2003) in which she claimed that a list of short words like "bat, key, cub, man, duck" is easier to recall than the list of long words like "hamburger, alligator, Halloween, tuition, metaphor." explaining that it is more time consuming to subvocally repeat long words than short ones (Balthazar 2003). Other researchers indicated; the longer the words, the less accurate the recall will be (Engelkamp & Rummer 1999, Rummer & Engelkamp 2001, Willis & Gathercole 2001).
Non Word Likeness

Non target-like non words caused more errors than the target-like non words (134 and 100 respectively). This finding confirms the first hypothesis as well as many previous studies. For instance, words with high non word likeness were easier to repeat than non words with low word likeness (Coady et al. 2005, Gathercole 1995, Munson et al. 2005).

Individual Children Results

There were four children which erred more than the rest of the subjects in the experiment session. The children were: A8, A12, A15, and A19. They had more than 10 errors in total for the two groups of non words; target-like and non target-like. A8 had 11 errors out of 30 (i.e. 11/30), A12 had 14/30, A15 had 12/30, and A19 13/30. The common feature of the mistakes made by the four subjects was that their errors occurred mainly in the long non words, and especially in the non target-like items. I would explain this result by stating Chiat (2006) proposing that in the first year of children’s lives they are equipped with sensitivity to the "properties and frequency of rhythmic patterns in phonological input" and they utilize this sensitivity to segmenting words for storage. So my subjects are already 5 years old, and they already have used the mentioned sensitivity, it will be easier for them to use this ability since they are familiar with it from their early years. Accordingly children will vary in their ability to repeat non words because they will differ in their early phonological sensitivity. Thus, these four subjects might be not as developed as the rest of the subjects in terms of phonological sensitivity.

Individual Items which Triggered More Errors

Some individual items triggered more errors when repeated by children. I chose the items which were repeated erroneously by 10 children and above. The non words were: "mulkadabat" (4 syllables, target-like), and "ibkalamar" (4 syllables, target-like); "ishradajak" (4 syllables, non target-like), and "xusfukiral" (4 syllables, non target-like). Provided are examples of errors made when repeating each of the items listed above:

mulkadabat ➔ mulkabatat
ibkalamar ➔ ibkarar
ishradajak ➔ ishradajad
xusfukiral ➔ xuskufiral

Interestingly, we can conclude that the high number of errors on these items specifically by the majority of subjects is supported by the many studies claiming that word length negatively influences non word repetition (Girbau & Schwartz 2008, Balthazar 2003, Engelkamp & Rummer 1999, Rummer & Engelkamp 2001, Willis & Gathercole 2001).
Conclusion and Discussion

This experiment was led by two hypotheses: (1) it will be easier for preschool children to repeat non words which are target like items, (2) long non words will be more difficult to repeat than short non words, in both categories of target like and non target like non words. Both hypotheses were confirmed by the results of this experiment.

The first hypothesis was derived from studies which confirmed that high word likeness positively influences the performance of children in repeating non words (Coady et al. 2005, Gathercole 1995, Munson et al. 2005). In the conducted experiment, the significant difference was seen in the tri-syllabic non words. The percentage of correctly repeating these non words was 95% in the target-like items while it was 81% in the non target-like items.

Yet, it is important to mention that the results of this study would not be representing all the patterns in other populations. The reason behind my claim is that each culture or population has a different degree of exposure or frequency of words; meaning, what might be very frequent in one culture or dialectic area might not be as frequent in the other. Thus, we should take into consideration that the social background of the children might have an effect on the observed results. Future studies which can control for the social or background variable in order to measure frequency of words and equalize among subjects are in need.

The second hypothesis was also confirmed and was supported by numerous studies (e.g. Girbau and Schwartz (2008), Balthazar (2003), Engelkamp and Rumber (1999), Rumber and Engelkamp (2001) and Willis and Gathercole (2001). In all of the mentioned studies it was proven that the longer the non word, the higher the chances are for repetition errors. Results of the conducted experiment showed that: in the target-like items non words with 2 syllable length had 2 error instances, 3 syllable non words had 5 error instances, and 4 syllable non words reached 43 errors. On the other hand, non target-like items resulted in: 3 errors in the 2 syllable non words, 19 errors in the 3 syllable items, and 45 in the 4 syllable non words.

Apparently word length taxed children's memory capacities in this study. The question which remains unanswered is: would this pattern of results be observed also in children who are very language competent, meaning, which have more practice in using long words in their language, or children who have a language which has long words in nature? I believe that this question bears different results than the ones we have in my experiment. Thus, one might claim that the results in this study are language dependent and cannot be generalized or accounted for another language.

The nature of errors made in both groups of non words (i.e. target like and non target like) varied. Cluster reduction was almost not found in the errors of children. I would explain this by claiming that the clusters I embedded in the non words were not high in complexity, thus children managed to repeat them correctly. In addition, the clusters in each non word were centralized (at the middle of the non word), preceded and followed by a vowel, which made it easier to
subject to repeat them. It is difficult for speakers to produce word initial clusters for example.  

Substitution was the most prevalent type of error in both groups of target like and non target like non words (22 errors and 30 errors respectively). This is similar to the result Girbau and Schwartz had, where substitution was the most prevalent error their subjects made (both SLI and TD). These researchers explain this result by claiming that the phonological working memory abilities are responsible for this occurrence.  

Notably, children committed more errors of syllable omission in the non target like words than in the target like words (15 vs. 3 respectively). Many researchers would attribute this kind of error to the effect of word likeness (Coady et al. 2005, Gathercole 1995, Munson et al. 2005). Children simply omitted more syllables in the non target like group because these words are similar to any words in their lexicon so they perhaps tried to omit syllables to make it easier for themselves to process and maybe turn the words into something similar to words in their lexicons.  

It is interesting to notice that substitution error was committed more frequently as the length of non words increased. For example: in the 3 syllable length the most prevalent error was substitution (4 in the target like group and 11 in the non target like group). The picture changed when the words consisted of 4 syllables the substitution errors increased in number (16 in the target like group and 19 in the non target like group). Balthazar would explain this by saying that it is more time consuming to subvocally repeat long words than short ones (2003). Likewise, some researchers have commented that the longer the words are the less accurate children would repeat them (e.g. Engelkamp & Rummer 1999, Rummer & Engelkamp 2001, Willis & Gathercole 2001).  

In conclusion, since it was indicated that word length and likeness influence non word repetition, it is highly significant to conduct further research on different populations in order to have a wider view of the phenomenon of non word repetition. I would suggest that examining the difference in performance between males and females would perhaps reveal interesting features of the nature of processing in each of the genders. Cross linguistic research on non word repetition under timing conditions would also be very motivating to check if pressure or time constraints would trigger different performance on the part of the subjects.  
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